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The concept of dependent arising
in reducing the likelihood and
effects of climate-related conflict
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ABSTRACT

Climate change is a major threat to humanity and challenges the
attainment of the Millennium Development Goals and its successors. An
important but under-appreciated mechanism by which climate change
hinders attainment of the Goals is its erosion of peace. Even though
some militaries, some academics, and some governments recognise the
consequences of climate change as a “threat multiplier” for conflict, this
understanding is not widely shared. While the Goals do not explicitly
include peace, they cannot be achieved without peace as a foundation.
A fundamental cause for the failure of humanity to develop an effective
collective response to climate change is the prevalent lack of insight into
the concept of dependent arising — the idea that all things and situations
arise due to multiple causes and conditions. This conceptual oversight
reinforces the delusion of a real and separate Self. It can also facilitate
acceptance of over-simplified causal explanations, in which a small
number of variables are considered to be the sole cause of a situation that
is actually the product of myriad circumstances.
Historical analysis shows that the risk of conflict is increased by reduced
resource availability, including from adverse past climate change. Future
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climate change will diminish reliable access to essential resources across
much of the globe, particularly in developing countries. Crop production
will decrease in lower latitudes, while sea level rise threatens agricultural
productivity in key river deltas, including the Mekong, Nile, and Ganges.
A disrupted monsoon and melting glaciers may decrease water and human
security in India and Pakistan. Warming waters and increased ocean acidity
will further reduce fish stocks, endangering livelihoods and a major protein
source for many.
Resource shortages can enhance the risk of conflict by darkening
the veil of illusion. The delusion of a permanent, separate Self can be
strengthened if clarity and insight decline, as can occur in times of
scarcity and conflict. Insufficient resources can drive identification with
narrower groups, creating karma for actions that intensify suffering of
Self and others. People may then see neighbouring groups as the cause of
their own woes, thus justifying increasingly desperate actions, including
violence, even in circumstances of little pre-existing malice. Conversely,
reduced tax revenue in times of scarcity can diminish government
legitimacy and peaceful means to redress grievances, including subsidies
and social safety nets. Scarcity can increase pressure on political leaders,
who may then intentionally foment ethnic and other tensions to distract
the populace and to retain or enhance their own power.
A more widespread understanding of the concept of dependent
arising could prevent or ameliorate climate-related conflict and its
consequences. An irony of climate change is that those who contribute
to it most, including the affluent in developed countries, are generally
the best insulated from its harmful effects. Diminished Self-ishness
and better understanding of the causal links between greenhouse gas
emissions and conflict would lead the affluent to reduce their energy
use and support greater funding of renewable energy infrastructure.
Participants in conflict are generally motivated by fear, hatred or
both. Greater comprehension of the diverse causal factors giving rise
to scarcity would diminish such hatred, and enhanced insight into the
illusion of Self would reduce fear. The global Buddhist community is
in a position to reduce the risk and effects of climate-related conflict
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through enhancing public understanding of dependant arising. Such
action would foster both peace and attainment of the Goals.
INTRODUCTION

In addition to the intrinsic good represented by the Millennium
Development Goals (the Goals), they are indicators of overall progress
toward a more just world, especially when taken as a whole. Any action
which makes progress toward food security (Goal 1), better health
(Goals 4-6), educational opportunity (Goal 2), gender equality (Goal 3),
a fair global financial system (Goal 8), and environmental sustainability
(Goal 7), in all probability enhances global justice.
While reducing violent conflict is not explicitly mentioned in the
Goals, conflict undermines all of the Goals, and peace and political
stability are conducive to their attainment. Conflict can cause food
insecurity by preventing people from engaging in agricultural work.
Those directly caught up in the conflict may not have time to farm,
while others leave their fields when they flee violence or do not farm
at all because they expect that marauders will plunder their harvests.
Hunger has been used as a weapon of war for hundreds of years, with
food shipments blocked, fields salted and wells poisoned (Parker, 2013,
Stearns, 2011, United Nations Environment Programme, 2007).
Conflict diminishes health even for civilians and can facilitate the
spread of infectious disease (Connolly et al., 2004). Conflict can also
devastate health systems (Bowles et al., 2013), upon which progress
toward the health-related Goals depend. Educational infrastructure can
be similarly impaired, and forced migration and participation in conflict
can deprive whole generations of educational opportunities. War often
hinders progress toward gender equality, with widespread rape and
sexual violence employed against women in ancient and modern wars
alike (Stearns, 2011, Parker, 2013, Reeves, 2007). The consequences of
such acts can endure well beyond the period of formal hostilities.
Military conflict is one direct method by which groups attempt to
exert control over one another. It is virtually always accompanied by
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attempts to tilt financial systems to give each side an unfair advantage.
If climate change causes conflict, it will almost certainly also impede
efforts to restructure global financial relations more justly. Conflict and
attendant militarism are devastating for the environment (Barnett, 2001,
Hooks and Smith, 2005), and increased conflict from climate change
could create a positive feedback cycle of environmental degradation
and violence.
ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE

Human action is causing the climate to warm at the fastest rate since the
birth of our species by increasing greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere. These gases act as a blanket for the planet, trapping heat
that would otherwise dissipate into space. Combustion of fossil fuels
such as oil and coal release these gases. Deforestation removes plants
that would otherwise absorb some of these gases, further increasing
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (Hansen et al., 2013,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013).
Climate change will adversely impact humans and other sentient
beings in a number of ways. The oceans are warming and sea levels
rising. The warming climate is shifting the suitable habitats for many
species. Some are unable to move or adapt with sufficient speed,
leading to mortality and contributing to the current rapid rate of
extinction (Hansen et al., 2013, Barnosky et al., 2011). Increased heat
energy in the climate system will increase the frequency and intensity
of extreme weather events including storms, droughts and heat waves.
The direct consequences of climate change will cause discomfort
for many, and ill-health and death for others. However, the indirect
consequences of climate change will be worse (Butler and Harley,
2010), and will interfere with attainment of the Goals.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND RESOURCE SCARCITY

Climate change will decrease the availability and reliability of essential
resources. Despite having contributed relatively little to climate change,
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people in developing countries are at particular risk for several reasons.
Many of the first deleterious impacts will disproportionately affect the
equatorial belt for a variety of reasons, not least because the equatorial
belt is already hot and subject to rainfall extremes. This area is dominated
by developing countries. Second, a larger proportion of the population
in developing countries relies directly on the environment for their
livelihoods. Finally, developing countries have fewer resources with
which to adapt to climate change.
Shortages of water, food, and arable land will cause widespread
hardship. Rain-fed agriculture will be jeopardised by climate change
in much of the world, primarily near the equator (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2013). Climate change appears to have
already disrupted the rains in East Africa, hindering agriculture
and contributing to the famine in 2011 (Funk, 2011, Williams and
Funk, 2011). Desertification is shifting the areas where agriculture
is possible. Melting glaciers threaten to disrupt the cycle of winter
build-up and summer runoff which feeds many major rivers. This,
and disruptions to the monsoon, will hinder agriculture in much of
India, Pakistan, and China (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2013, Immerzeel et al., 2010). The oceans absorb much
of the excess greenhouse gases emitted by human activity, causing
them to become more acidic. Ocean acidification, in combination
with warming waters and pollution, imperils the existence of coral
ecosystems, upon which millions of people rely for calories and
protein (Bradbury, 2012, Cribb, 2010). Climate change could raise
sea levels substantially in the coming century and, without mitigation,
they could continue to rise for centuries (Meehl et al., 2012). During
the most recent interglacial period, when the planet was about 3-5oC
warmer than it is now, sea levels were about 8 metres higher than at
present (Kopp et al., 2009). Rising sea levels could devastate many
of the world’s cities, as well as major agricultural centres. Agriculture
in river deltas including the Mekong, Nile and Ganges is at risk from
storm surges and soil salinisation, not to mention total submersion.
Short- and medium-term disruptions to regional environments will
harm subsistence farmers, herders and gatherers. Small-scale farmers
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are also at risk due to fluctuations in global food markets, especially
when they do not have the capacity to benefit from increases in
commodity prices. The urban poor will struggle to be able to afford
to eat, and recent increases in the price of food have already led to
widespread hunger and riots (Cribb, 2010).
TWO OPTIONS

Broadly, the world community has two options to deal with the threat
of scarcity from climate change, representing extreme ends of a single
continuum. In the first option, people recognise that climate change is
a global problem which will adversely impact every society and which
only global cooperation will solve. People and nations work together
to mitigate climate change and share the planet’s resources more
equitably in the face of the climate change. In the second option, people
squabble over the diminishing pool of resources. Instead of working to
preserve or expand the planet’s total resources, they invest their efforts
in enhancing their proportion of that pool.
The response of most if not all countries has been somewhere
between these two extremes. Importantly, the actions of each country
and person shape the decisions of all others. Cooperation to mitigate
climate change and share Earth’s resources more equitably engenders
trust and further cooperation. Conversely, efforts to forcibly redistribute
resources in one’s own favour invite a similar response from others, as
seen during the Cold War and numerous other arms races.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND CONFLICT

Recent research in a variety of disciplines suggests that any future climate
change will increase conflict. Political scientists have for some time
postulated that environmental scarcity can increase conflict (HomerDixon, 1994). A number of causal pathways may come into play, some of
which elevate the likelihood of civil conflict in particular (Homer-Dixon,
1994, Kahl, 2006). Declining agricultural production negatively impacts
the economies of many developing countries. This saps states of their
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tax revenues and capacity to deliver social safety nets and other public
goods when they are most needed due to increasing poverty. This can lead
to cohorts of disenchanted people unable to find employment out of the
agricultural sector, with both legitimate grievances and time to express
these grievances. Unfortunately, decreased income and infrastructure may
lessen opportunities for peaceful redress of these grievances, leaving some
to feel that their best or only option is violence. At the same time, falling
revenue also limits states’ capacity to deter violence, facilitating revolts
and revolution. Political leaders may attempt to deepen social division or
foment violence, either internally or externally, in an effort to distract from
more fundamental problems and secure or enhance their own positions
(Kahl, 2006). Given predictions that future climate change will decrease
the availability of essential resources in at least some areas, many political
scientists predict that climate change will increase the risk of conflict
(Mazo, 2010, Parenti, 2011, Welzer, 2012, Hendrix and Salehyan, 2012).
Archaeological and historical analyses demonstrate that past episodes
of natural climate change which decreased food harvests increased
war incidence and/or duration across a wide range of geographical and
temporal settings, including the Anasazi and Maya civilisations in the
Americas (Haas, 2009, Kennett et al., 2012, Marlar et al., 2000), Africa
(Kusimba, 2008), East Timor (Lape and Chin-Yung, 2008), Europe, and
China (Parker, 2013, Zhang et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2006). Indeed, most
of the dynastic change in China over the past millennium was preceded
by such climate change (Zhang et al., 2006). According to a recent metaanalysis of the work of historians and political scientists, each increase of
one standard deviation in temperature or more extreme rainfall increases
intergroup conflict by 14% and interpersonal conflict by 4% (Hsiang et
al., 2013).
While much of this research is unknown to the general public,
governments and defence sectors are already preparing for additional
violent conflict and further demands on militaries (Department of
Defense, 2010, Schwartz and Randall, 2003, Schubert et al., 2008,
Morisetti, 2012, Behm, 2009). The US devoted a substantial fraction of
its latest ‘Quadrennial Defense Review’ to climate change (Department
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of Defense, 2010). Its authors view climate change as a possible
‘accelerant of instability or conflict’. The US is planning for deteriorating
environmental conditions caused by climate change requiring additional
large-scale humanitarian aid and disaster response from its military. The
increased risk of failed states and ungoverned lands is seen by developed
countries as a potential boon for terrorists (Department of Defense, 2010,
Sullivan et al., 2007). The American defense sector is also adjusting to
the impacts on US military capabilities and facilities (Department of
Defense, 2010).
The sparsely inhabited polar north was previously seen as having
little economic or strategic value. As a result, competing claims of
national sovereignty went unresolved for decades. The warming climate
is dramatically increasing the appeal of this region, and international
tensions are therefore increasing. The melting arctic icecap is anticipated
to allow drilling of previously inaccessible gas and oil reserves, which
may account for one quarter of the undiscovered reserves globally
(Fairhall, 2010). It will also permit new shipping routes in the coming
years, which will save many days travel between major markets. As with
the Suez and Panama Canals, control of these lanes will be important
militarily (Paskal, 2010). Arctic countries, including Russia, the US and
Canada, are already vying for military supremacy in this area, with a
Russian flag recently having been planted on the sea floor in an effort to
claim the continental shelf as sovereign territory (Paskal, 2010). Risk of
open conflict between these major powers remains low. However, full
use of either the American or Russian nuclear arsenal would be enough
to cause the extinction of most species globally, including humans.
DARKENING THE VEIL OF ILLUSION

War is virtually always justified as self-defense. Even those who start
wars invoke this reasoning, often using terms like “pre-emptive strike”
(Loy, 2008). Buddhist scholar David Loy argues that war is attractive
in part because it provides a comforting, though illusory, view of the
world. Participants conceptualise war as a struggle between “good”
and “evil”. These notions are dualist constructs which hinder accurate
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assessment of the situation or right view. Both sides believe that they
fight for good. Their very struggle against perceived evil, in which they
may perpetrate acts of violence, helps them to convince themselves of
their own virtue. Additionally, participation in a grand struggle of good
against evil can give meaning to people’s lives (Loy, 2008).
From a Buddhist perspective, famines and other periods of scarcity
can strengthen the delusion of a permanent, separate Self for several
interacting reasons. These conditions often also give rise to feelings of
fear or anger. First, such conditions diminish people’s opportunities for
contemplation, reflection and study, including of the Dharma. Without
these benefits, people can become further entangled by delusion.
Additionally, they may not learn mindfulness techniques to effectively
handle their feelings of fear and anger (Nhât Hanh, 2001, Nhât Hanh,
2002). Buddhism provides a range of practices to manage the fear
of death (Nhât Hanh, 2002, Sogyal Rinpoche, 1992), but periods of
scarcity diminish people’s opportunities to learn and implement them.
Lack of understanding of techniques to manage the fear of death
may amplify other negative influences in such situations. When the Self
feels that it is jeopardised, as can happen when the necessities of life
are not readily available, this can cause people’s sense of “Self” and
“Other” to be strengthened. These conditions encourage operating from
a dualistic perspective, as the sense of self and other polarises, and less
likely to be able to operate from a place of freedom or non-duality. This
risk is amplified if people have not learned techniques for managing
fear or lack adequate opportunity for contemplation and reflection.
Finally, in conditions of want, an increasing proportion of people’s
attention and effort goes purely toward sustaining themselves. Thought
and effort expended toward maintaining the Self strengthen the delusion
that it is separate and permanent, increasing fear and anger.
In summary, resource scarcity magnifies feelings of fear and anger,
which provide an emotional environment in which violence is more
likely. Conditions of local scarcity may enhance identification with
narrower groups, including along ethnic lines. This can be especially
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dangerous when people rely on only these groups to help them meet
their needs and see other groups as competing for the same scarce
resources. Such perceptions of competition can magnify small preexisting tensions and cause groups to see each other as the sole cause
of their own woes. In turn, this may lead to more fear and anger. It also
presents a target group for feelings of anger, potentially contributing
to violence, which in turn creates karma that intensifies suffering. A
single incident of intergroup violence can have lasting repercussions,
as it helps solidify inter-group division and mistrust. Cycles of violence
can emerge, and are difficult to disrupt once they develop.
THE ROLE OF BUDDHIST WISDOM

Buddhist wisdom and the doctrine of dependent arising could help
prevent conflict arising from climate change, potentially interrupting
the causal chain at several points. More common understanding of
the illusion of a permanent and separate Self would reduce fear and
anger. The doctrine of dependent arising is an important method of
demonstrating the illusory nature of Self, and is commonly used for
this purpose (Sogyal Rinpoche, 1992, Nhât Hanh, 2002). Overcoming
this false duality increases compassion for all, as people understand
that they are not truly Self or Other (Kyabgon, 2007). This reduces
the risk of conflict between people and groups, and enables being to
respond creatively.
Understanding dependent arising also assists people to oppose
overly-simple explanations that are used to justify violence. In the case
of scarcity due to climate change, people may resist blaming other local
groups for their misfortune. Full understanding of dependent arising
would assist them to examine the many circumstances giving rise to
the situation. These include the materialism that permeates much of the
developed world and the pollution that results from the constant drive
to accumulate and consume material goods. These, in turn, contributed
to climate change and reduced resource availability. This perspective
could help them understand that the neighbours with whom they are
competing for food are in much the same situation as themselves, and
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do not bear ultimate responsibility for their predicament.
More fundamentally, Buddhist wisdom could help diminish
materialism (Loy, 2008), which gives rise to pollution and climate
change. This especially is vital in developed countries, which
contribute disproportionately to climate change. Psychological factors
are important impediments to greater action to mitigate climate change
(Gardiner, 2006, Bowles, 2014 In press). People have conceptual
difficulty linking their actions to climate change for a number of
reasons. First, their actions alone make only a tiny contribution to
the total climate, which is being shaped by the actions of billions of
people. Second, the negative effects of climate change are difficult or
impossible to link to any particular individual’s emissions. Finally,
the time lag between cause and effect further impedes understanding
(Gardiner, 2006, Bowles, 2014 In press).
More widespread comprehension of the concept of dependent arising in
developed countries could help to mitigate climate change and reduce its
contribution to conflict. Such understanding would increase compassion
for others, who would no longer be seen as being separate from the Self.
This would also facilitate greater understanding of the link between
individuals’ actions and their effects, resulting in decreased individual
emissions. Perhaps even more usefully, it would make clear that climate
change is a global problem that requires global cooperation, including
binding laws and international treaties to help constrain greenhouse gas
emissions.
An understanding of climate change and its effects informed by the
concept of dependent arising would also lead to reallocation of resources
to help those who will bear the worst effects of climate change. Many
developing countries are in this group, but currently do not have the
resources to adapt to the changing climate. Intelligently distributed aid
would reduce or prevent acute resource shortages, helping to prevent
climate change from contributing to conflict. Economic, environmental,
educational and health aid all can prevent some forms of conflict
(Macgregor and Bowles, 2012), with the added benefit of diminishing
suffering and contributing to attainment of the Goals.
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CONCLUSION

The Buddha tailored his teachings to the unique needs and situation
of his listeners, helping them to gain insight as efficiently as possible.
Today, the entire world is in a situation unique in the history of Buddhism
and that of our species: anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are
causing substantial climate change. This will interfere with attainment
of the Goals through a number of pathways, including by increasing
conflict. Without intervention, suffering across the planet will increase
substantially, perhaps causing more misery than at any time since the
birth of the Buddha.
Buddhist wisdom could provide a potent antidote to this cascade of
events. Buddhist leaders are in a special position to provide this antidote.
However, to do so they must apply the Dharma to an unprecedented
situation of immense complexity which is outside their normal areas of
expertise. The challenge is perhaps greater and more complicated than
any since the Buddha’s Enlightenment, but the possibility of positive
change is proportional to the challenge.
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